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Bannered by the theme  
STARBOOKS@10’To! [STARBOOKS 
Atin ‘To!], the tenth anniversary of 
STARBOOKS was streamed in both 
Zoom format and Facebook Live 
which provided a venue for the whole 
STARBOOKS family to convene and 
look 10 years back at their journey of 
improving the S&T awareness in the 
most off-grid communities together. 
The virtual celebration reached more 
than 10,000 people on Facebook and 
Zoom.

STARBOOKS brings 
out the fun and artsy 
side of its social media 
followers on this Fan 
Art Online Contest.

After ten years of existence, STARBOOKS 
has made great strides by becoming ten 
times better and stronger. Learn more 
about this exclusive digital magazine.

 ; P9

The best of both worlds now on one 
app! A mobile game and a learning tool 
at the same time, this is the newest 
appgrade of STARBOOKS. Find out what’s 
STARBOOKS Whiz.

 ; P10

What 's Inside ? 

A day full of nostalgia was shared by STARBOOKS stakeholders and beneficiaries 
as they gathered virtually to celebrate a decade of bringing science to the people 
through the first Philippine digital library-in-a-box last June 24.

This momentous occasion commemorated the significant milestones of 
STARBOOKS and conducted to recognized key partners who have been part 
of bringing science for the people through STARBOOKS on the past ten years.

STARBOOKS Celebrates Ten Amazing Years, Goes Virtual

Even the superheroes 
were seen using 
STARBOOKS! Find out 
what's at stake in giving 
this photo a caption.

Laptops, tablets and 
tons of exclusive 
souvenirs were given 
away. Online contests 
have never been this 
rewarding!

 ; P10

STARBOOKS in the last mile communities today  ; P12

IN PHOTO: The official logo of the STARBOOKS 
10th Anniversary Celebration

DOST-STII STARBOOKS team poses at the live airing of STARBOOKS@10’To!

June 2021
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STARBOOKS: A library project that became the face of Science For The People
by Richard P. Burgos,

It sounds like a popular coffee shop 
and brand but STARBOOKS or the 
Science and Technology Academic 
and Research-Based Openly Operated 
KioskS was actually conceived as 
an offline science library-in-a-box. It 
contains thousands of digital resources 
on science, technology, engineering, 
and mathematics (STEM) that are 
easily retrievable.

during the 2011 Regional Invention 
Contests and Exhibits in Davao City 
as one of the highlighted technologies 
during the weeklong invention contest.

It was in the succeeding year that 
STARBOOKS had its first mass 
deployment in Region 8 through 
a partnership brokered by DOST 
Regional Office 8 and the Department 
of Education Leyte Division under the 
project titled, “Piloting of STARBOOKS 
in Selected Schools in Leyte.” The 
project benefitted 44 public schools in 
the province.

The novelty of STARBOOKS was its 
selling point. By 2014, all regions of the 
country had their own STARBOOKS 
installed in various provinces. Soon, 
more digital library resources were 
added to the STARBOOKS system 
and its network had grown as many 
organizations in both private and 
public sectors opened their resources 
to STARBOOKS users.

Early beginnings
STARBOOKS was the brainchild of 
former DOST Assistant Secretary and 
DOST-STII officer-in-charge Raymund 
E. Liboro, now the commissioner of 
the National Privacy Commission.

He noticed that only a few people 
were going to libraries. “STARBOOKS 
could just be the simple solution that 
we need in raising the level of our 
aptitude in science and mathematics,” 
Liboro said in one of his interviews.

In a simple launch on June 24, 2011 
at the lobby of DOST-STII, then DOST 
Secretary Mario G. Montejo proudly 
described STARBOOKS “as our 
humble contribution to the world of 
education and science.”

In its early years, STARBOOKS had 
few first adopters, one of which was 
the DOST Regional Office IX that got  
funding to roll it out in the region.
STARBOOKS made the public debut 

DOST Secretary Fortunato T. de la Peña (left) unveiled the marker of the STARBOOKS 1000th installation site at Dayap National High School in Calauan, Laguna.

DOST-STII
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class municipality in the province of 
Laguna. This milestone also marked 
the launch of Super STARBOOKS, a 
much-needed product upgrade.

Dayap National High School was the 
first to have the Super STARBOOKS, 
marking the shift to upgraded contents 
and terminals for additional users. It 
now provides students, researchers, 
and S&T aficionados with thousands 
of free S&T related materials in text, 
audio, and video formats.

Among these were K-12 interactive 
courseware on mathematics and 
science developed by the DOST’s 
Science Education Institute, 
livelihood videos dubbed as 
“TamangDOSTkarte” that provides 
parents and entrepreneurial students 
a thing or two about various livelihood 

opportunities within their sphere of 
interest, and other engaging videos.

The new DOST secretary, Prof. 
Fortunato T. de la Peña, shared how 
the Science Department through 
STARBOOKS “strives to cut boundaries 
so we can reach those who are in 
need of our services and assistance, 
alleviate poverty, and expand our local 
industries.”

Several innovations were also 
introduced as the offline system 
rebooted with a new and improved 
interface design and additional 
contents. Moreover, the solar-powered 
STARBOOKS was also introduced in 
Patong Elementary School in Barangay 
Malibago, Cateel, Davao Oriental thus 
breaking through connectivity barriers.

At present, with the prevailing 
pandemic that has changed the work 
and learning landscape, DOST-
STII and STARBOOKS saw another 
opportunity—the need to develop 
mobile applications, engaging 

1000th STARBOOKS
From its initial run in 
2011, STARBOOKS 
had its 1,000th site 
installed in 2016 in 
Calauan, a second-
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websites, and alternative ways of 
engaging the public and various 
stakeholders.

As a result, it was able to nimbly pivot 
to the demands and challenges of 
the “new normal” by adding new and 
exciting mobile apps.
Last year, two mobile applications 
were launched—the fun STARBOOKS 
Quiz Mobile App and the STARBOOKS 
Online App for easy access and 
navigation on an Android phone. It also 
produced four informational videos 
to provide additional information on 
STARBOOKS.  

Last year, two mobile applications 
were launched—the fun STARBOOKS 
Quiz Mobile App and the STARBOOKS 
Online App for easy access and 
navigation on an Android phone. It also 
produced four informational videos 
to provide additional information on 
STARBOOKS.
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REGIONAL NEWS

Local and international recognition
The rollout was met with warm reception 
both from the government and private 
sectors as local government units 
recognized its impact on students of 
schools in the provinces and in remote 
areas that lacked books and other 
learning resources.

Soon, several organizations took notice 
of STARBOOKS.

Following Typhoon Yolanda’s 
devastation in 2013, STARBOOKS 
was presented at the World Library 
and Information Congress of the 
International Federation of Library 
Associations and Institutions (IFLA) 
in Lyon, France. It became the darling 
of the congress. The presentation 
centered on STARBOOKS installation 
in public schools devastated by the 
typhoon as part of the government’s 
Building Back Better relief initiative.

The following year, STARBOOKS 
received the Presidential Citation for 
Innovative International Library Projects 
from the American Library Association 
at the San Francisco Public Library in 
the United States for “making science 
and technology materials available 
to the general public in remote areas 
that have few information resources, 
no libraries and little or no Internet 
connectivity.” ALA is the world’s oldest 
and largest professional organization 
for librarians. It has played an active 
role in promoting access to information, 
opposing censorships and championing 
the libraries and librarians.

Back home, it was awarded the 
Outstanding Library Program for 
2015 by the Philippine Association of 
Academic and Research Librarians 
(PAARL) during their 43rd Annual 
General Assembly.

After several deployments of the offline 
kiosks, DOST-STII leveled up and 
developed the online version to keep 
in step with the changing demand. 
This innovation improved its monitoring 
mechanism and made it easier to 

upgrade the content in each kiosk.

As the years went by, more awards and 
recognition came to STARBOOKS.

In 2017, STARBOOKS bagged two 
Anvil Awards from the Public Relations 
Society of the Philippines, namely, the 
Silver Anvil for Public Relations Tool 
and the Gold Anvil for Public Relations 
Program. Moreover, STARBOOKS 
made it to the final round among top 
3 entries (out of 402) that vied for the 
Grand Anvil.

That same year, STARBOOKS became 
a finalist in the 2017 Government 
Best Practice Recognition by the 
Development Academy of the 
Philippines.

Also, in recognition of its being the first 
science and technology library-in-a-
box that works offline, the Presidential 
Communications Operations Office 
recognized STARBOOKS with the 
FOI Special Award at the Freedom of 
Information Summit on December 12, 
2019.

Recently, STARBOOKS was 
recognized for “Excellence in 
Government Communication 
Programs” in the 18th Philippine Quill 
Awards. The Awards organized by the 
International Association of Business 
Communicators (IABC) hailed its 
impact in bringing knowledge on 
science, mathematics, and technical 
fields directly to the people, especially 
to students in economically-challenged 
schools and communities.

This year, for the fifth year in a row, 
STARBOOKS again makes it to the 
National Priority Program of the 
National Economic and Development 
Authority where donors get to enjoy 
a tax break equivalent to 100 percent 
of their donation to the STARBOOKS 
program.

The biggest recognition, however,  
came from the Department of 
Education which agreed on February 

14, 2020 to adopt STARBOOKS and 
include it in their learning portal and 
preload it on devices for distribution 
all over the country. The resources 
in STARBOOKS particularly the K-12 
learning modules on science and math 
aligned with the competency-based 
instruction program of DepEd became 
a boon to teachers and students alike 
in the altered learning conditions under 
the pandemic.

International cooperation
THE US Peace Corps in 2015 visited 
STARBOOKS to learn more about 
this innovation. Volunteer Ji Yusi from 
Chengdu, China praised STARBOOKS 
for its user-friendly interface and the 
vast collection of information and 
available videos. Ji was surprised 
to see how STARBOOKS was able 
to integrate a library system into a 
standalone kiosk that was unheard 
of in her hometown. “We are learning 
from your experience,” Ji added.

Meanwhile, Elizabeth Karr, a Peace 
Corps librarian, described it as cutting-
edge and advanced as database 
resources are expensive to build and 
maintain.

STARBOOKS was also invited to the 
Annual Kuala Lumpur Engineering 
and Science Fair (KLESF) in MINES 
International Exhibition and Convention 
Center at MINES Resort in Selangor, 
Malaysia as one of the Philippines’ 
exhibitors.

The IBM Corporate Service Corps in 
2018 sent a team from Russia, Poland 
and the USA to assess STARBOOKS 
and future-proof it, creating a high-level 
strategy and roadmap, recommending 
scalable system solutions and hands-
on training for the technical team. 
STARBOOKS is building and adapting 
for growth and the increasing demands 
for contents so it will be more widely 
accessible to students across the 
Philippines —both online and offline.

 ; (via Business Mirror)
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Philippines’ 1st Digital Library STARBOOKS Marks 10th Year with Quill Award

The Philippines’ first digital library, 
STARBOOKS, is marking its 10th 
year with a Quill Award. The Science 
and Technology Academic- and 
Research Based Openly-Operated 
KioskS (STARBOOKS), one of the 
knowledge products of the DOST-
Science and Technology Information 
Institute (DOST-STII), was honored 
with the Excellence in Government 
Communication Programs award at 
the 18th Philippine Quill Awards.

“This is the first time DOST-STII 
competed in the Quill, and this 
recognition represents further 
validation of the good work we have 
done in STARBOOKS even under 
extraordinary circumstances like the 
ongoing pandemic,” says DOST-STII 
Director Richard P. Burgos.

Burgos said that the Philippine Quill 
Awards recognized the impact of 

STARBOOKS in bringing knowledge 
on science, mathematics, and technical 
fields directly to the people, especially 
to students in economically challenged 
schools and communities.

STARBOOKS competed against over 
800 entries from both public and 
private sector organizations. All entries 
were carefully reviewed by seasoned 
communication professionals of the 
International Association of Business 
Communicators (IABC) Philippines, 
the organizing body of the Philippine 
Quill Awards, using the strictest global 
standards to measure and determine 
the very best in the practice of business 
communication.

This year’s award ceremonies, also 
the first time the event was held in 
virtual format, underscored the power 
of communications to empower 
communities and encourage the 

WINNING QUILL PHOTO. A screenshot at the winning moments of STARBOOKS at the 18th Philippine Quill virtual awards night via IABC YouTube channel.
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Filipino people to rise and overcome 
the most pressing challenges today.

As the lead implementing agency for 
STARBOOKS, DOST-STII recognized 
early on the fundamental importance of 
constantly discovering new, oftentimes 
untested ways to engage its audiences 
to expand the scope and support for 
this highly sought program now found 
in over 5,000 sites nationwide.

Last June 24, STARBOOKS celebrated 
a decade of service fully secured in 
the realization that an organization, 
no matter how lean it is with limited 
resources, can still overcome the 
newest of challenges, and capture the 
most unforeseen of opportunities by 
being able to pivot and deliver in step 
with the changing times.
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The pandemic has forced schools to try different learning modalities to deliver education. However, access to information 
widely varies throughout the country, making it hard for some communities to adapt to the educational challenges today.

With that, the DOST-Science and Technology Information Institute (STII) has tapped two of the most prestigious colleges 
in Manila to aid thousands of schools in the regions through uploading their distance learning resources on STARBOOKS.

On June 02, the DOST-Philippines Science High School System (PSHSS) became the latest DOST agency to partner with 
the DOST-STII for STARBOOKS.

As an additional learning resource to STARBOOKS databases, a digital copy of the video materials (Lesson Videos for 
Mathematics 3-Precalculus Videos for PSHS Grade 9) developed by DOST-PSHSS Instructor Leo Andrei Crisologo will 
be provided to the DOST-STII.

DOST-PSHSS Executive Director Lilia Habacon and DOST-STII Director Richard Burgos signed the memorandum of 
agreement on a virtual signing ceremony via Zoom in the presence of IRAD Chief Alan Taule and Mr. Crisologo, the 
content developer.

Continued in  � Page 7

Virtual MOA Signing with
DOST-Philippine Science High School System 

and
Asia Pacific College

New Partners in Delivering a
Better STARBOOKS
at the Better Normal
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The executive directors, professors and college librarians of APC witnessed the inking of the content 
partnership for STARBOOKS.
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STARBOOKS Insider is a bi-
annual newsletter publication 
of the Department of Science 
and Technology - Science and 

Technology Information Institute 
(DOST-STII), on the latest news 
about STARBOOKS, the digital 

science library in a box.

The following week, on June 09, the DOST-STII enters into an agreement with 
the Asia Pacific Technology Educational Foundation, Inc., (APC) a non-stock 
private educational institution devoted to advancing knowledge and educating 
students in information technology, commerce, engineering, accountancy, 
entrepreneurship and multimedia arts.

APC, the product of the educational collaboration of IBM Philippines and SM 
Foundation, provided the DOST-STII a digital copy of their applied research 
outputs (their project-based learning documentation) collection without any fee 
to be included in the STARBOOKS offline and online databases.

DOST-STII Director Richard Burgos and APC President Ma. Teresita Medado 
signed the memorandum of agreement in the presence of IRAD Chief Alan 
Taule, STARBOOKS representative, and APC Executive Director Josephine De 
La Cuesta during the virtual MOA Signing Ceremony via Zoom.

   From Page 6

By partnering with the country's premier schools in science and mathematics, the 
DOST-STII commits to installing a better STARBOOKS in all sites natiwonwide.
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DOST’s STARBOOKS reinvents itself with more upgrades on its 10th year 
by Joy M. Lazcano, DOST-STII

A decade ago, a star was born in 
Bicutan and is now reinventing itself 
with more exciting upgrades. 

Looking back, inside the confines 
of the Department of Science 
and Technology’s Science and 
Technology Information Institute 
(DOST-STII), the Science and 
Technology Academic and 
Research-Based Openly Operated 
Kiosks or STARBOOKS came to 
exist. 

This star product of the institute 
actually gave a new lease in life to the 
existing science library; providing 
valuable resources and science and 
technology (S&T) information with 
just a click on the mouse. 
Because of its novelty, STARBOOKS 
was labeled as the country’s first 
science “library-in-a-box.” It was 
an attempt to revitalize library 
experience by innovating science 
learning among students through 
curated digital resources on science, 
technology, engineering, and 

mathematics (STEM) that are easy 
to retrieve. 

As history would have it, 
STARBOOKS celebrated its 10th 
anniversary on 24 June 2021. This 
important occasion served as an 
appreciation day dedicated to 
recognizing its stakeholders and 
partners who have been key to the 
success of STARBOOKS through 
the years. Around 64 partners, 
including deployment officers from 
all regions, were given recognition 
for their untiring efforts in promoting 
the program even to the remotest 
part of the country.

The celebration is dubbed as 
“STARBOOKS @10‘To”, a play on 
words that translated to English 
means “STARBOOKS is for 
everyone.” The event serves as a 
thanksgiving for the great effort to 
propagate the use of STARBOOKS 
as they can look back at its early 
beginnings and savor the milestones 
and recognitions attributed to this 

innovative learning tool. 
DOST Secretary Fortunato T. 
de la Peña shared how the 
Science Department “strives to 
cut boundaries so we can reach 
those who need our services and 
assistance, alleviate poverty, and 
expand our local industries.” 

In several occasions, the science 
chief has shared that this simple 
and unassuming innovation has 
narrowed down the playing field 
for the digital natives and digitally 
challenged through various 
STARBOOKS innovations that 
responded to the needs of its users. 

Meanwhile, DOST-STII Director 
Richard P. Burgos elaborated that 
“(STARBOOKS) is not resting on its 
laurels as it has set its eyes on a 
grand vision to map out strategies 
for future integration of Artificial 
Intelligence and autonomous 
technologies into the system.” 

Continued in  � Page 9

PARTY-GIVERS. (L-R) Information Resources and Analysis Division Chief Alan C. Taule, DOST-STII Director Richard P. Burgos and DOSTv host Gel Miranda anchor 
the 10th anniversary celebration of the DOST-STARBOOKS live at the DOST-STII Mini Theatre.
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Currently, STARBOOKS can also 
be accessed through mobile 
applications, providing engaging 
mobile quiz experiences for 
students and science aficionados 
alike. This initiative that is attuned to 
the changing times still maintains the 
primary objective of STARBOOKS 
as a learning tool that is both fun 
and engaging.

As part of the anniversary 
celebration, DOST-STII unveiled on 
8 July 2021 the STARBOOKS Whiz, 
a gamified quiz mobile app for 
students with curious minds. Also, 
the public gets a sneak peek on the 
latest and redesigned STARBOOKS 
online portal with new features and 

   From Page 8

STARBOOKS 10th Anniversary cake

TENFOLD: The STARBOOKS Commemorative Digital Magazine
On June 24, the 
DOST-STII unveiled 
the first ever digital 
magazine published 
for STARBOOKS.

The exclusive publication contains 
the brightest milestones of the 
people behind the success of the 
project. 

By naming the digital magazine 
TENFOLD, the DOST-STII look 
forward to a future ten times as great 
as the past ten years of working on 
the STARBOOKS project.

a more mobile responsive interface. 
Aside from these upgrades, there 
were exciting prizes, giveaways, 
and freebies that await the lucky 
STARBOOKS users through its 
various online games and contests.

STARBOOKS partners, stakeholders and regional deployment officers joined the virtual celebration via Zoom 
to receive their plaque of recognition and look back on where they all shared a journey for STARBOOKS..

Then DOST-STII Director and now the Privacy Commissioner, Raymund E. Liboro
reminisced on the early beginnings of the project.
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Top 3 Facebook online contests that made STARBOOKS followers  
actually engage on its 10th-year celebration

DOST-STARBOOKS Page followers 
flooded the comment box with the best 
caption to the image attached in this 
Facebook post.

Seeing superhero action figures use 
STARBOOKS stirred up hundreds of 
creative minds into producing the best 
caption to compliment the photo.

Ten winners of the 
#STARBOOKS10CaptionThis received 
exclusive STARBOOKS freebies, e.g., 
power bank, notebook, drawstring bag, 
tumbler, towel and COVID-19 health 
kit.

STARBOOKS also helped bring out the 
fun and artsy side of its social media 
followers on this online competition 
open to all who would love to make 
a Fan Art (can be digital art or hand-
drawn/traditional) for STARBOOKS 
that showcases the following elements: 
Smarty, kiosk, schools or students, 
library, books, internet, quiz, map, 
computer or mobile phone.

In partnership with the Lenovo 
Philippines, Inc. (LPI), a brand-
new Lenovo tablet was given 
to the best fan-art make on this 
#STARBOOKS10FanArtContest.

For the online contest series finale, 
the DOST-STII take it up a notch and 
revealed a brand-new Lenovo laptop 
as the grand prize.

Facebook Page followers went crazy 
over #STARBOOKS10VlogToWinIt 
wherein all they have to do is to 
make a 1-minute vlog that answers 
the question, “How would you use 
STARBOOKS today?”

Top ten vlogs were shortlisted to vie 
over the first spot and win the laptop.
All vlog entries, when summed up, 
have reached 41.9K+ Facebook users.

STARBOOKS Whiz: The Gamified 
STARBOOKS Quiz App

Department of Science and 
Technology-Science and 
Technology Information Institute 
(DOST-STII) launched Thursday, 
July 22, a gamified quiz mobile 
app as part of its mission to bring 
science to the people.

The virtual launch of the app 
dubbed STARBOOKS WhiZ is part 
of STARBOOKS’ 10th anniversary 
celebration.

“Our web portal and our mobile 
apps are ready for the new 
normal. We gamified the learning 
experience. It’s fun, educational, 
and of course, it’s free. Wherever 
the Filipino learner is, at school, or 
from home, we want STARBOOKS 
there,” DOST-STII Director Richard 
P. Burgos said during the virtual 
launch.

The quiz app is now available in 
Google Play Store.
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Deployment Officers Get Social Media Savvy for STARBOOKS

Aiming to strengthen the presence 
of STARBOOKS on social media, 
the Department of Science and 
Technology-Science and Technology 
Information Institute (DOST-
STII) conducted a webinar titled: 
#ScienceJournoAko: Communicating 
the Impact of STARBOOKS through 
social media last May 27.

A total of 117 STARBOOKS deployment 
officers from different DOST regional 
offices in the country joined the 4-hour 
exclusive webinar via Zoom. 

A seasoned multiplatform reporter 
from Oxfam Pilipinas, Kristine Sabillo-
Guerrero, was invited to share her 
expertise in packaging news for social 
media sites. A week before the virtual 
activity, Sabillo, who is also a former 
journalist at ABS-CBN News and 
Philippine Daily Inquirer (Inquirer.net), 
was amazed when she learned about 
how STARBOOKS worked its way 
down the grassroots to bring science, 
technology, and innovation information 
to the last mile communities.

At the webinar, she shared her journey 
from an inspiring journalist up to the 
point when she became a multimedia 
reporter, her sample reports and write-
ups, and the basic purpose of writing 

which is to increase awareness of the 
public towards current and relevant 
events, educate, and entertain, or 
share feel-good stories.

Sabillo also shared in her lecture some 
tips on what to show and tell in social 
media posts, the use of hashtags, and 
components of a good STARBOOKS 
story. According to the social media 
guru, there are things to remember 
in conceptualizing a story for social 
media platforms like Facebook wherein 
it is best to gather significant data and 
soundbites directly form the sources. 
She encouraged the deployment 
officers to talk to beneficiaries, identify 
the audience of their Page, refrain from 
using scientific jargon, and exert efforts 
“not to dumb it [the news] down”.

During the critiquing of the deployment 
officers’ webinar output, the resource 
speaker gave several positive 

feedbacks, particularly in finding story 
angles related to STARBOOKS. At 
the discussion of the participants’ 
questions, she gave several tips on how 
to improve the captioning as well as 
finding better camera shots during the 
deployment stages of STARBOOKS, 
stressing the need to select appealing 
action photos.

The deployment officers took 
today’s challenge of social media 
communication and take it up a 
notch for STARBOOKS, through the 
collaboration of Information Resources 
and Analysis Division (IRAD) and 
Communication Resources and 
Production Division (CRPD) of the 
DOST-STII.

IRAD Chief Alan Taule said, “There is 
no better time than right now to learn 
on how to maximize the use of social 
media platforms such as Facebook 
and Twitter and its capability to help 
us in reaching a wider audience for 
STARBOOKS.”

DOST-STII Director Richard Burgos and 
the two technical division chiefs of the 
institute expressed their appreciation 
to Kristine Sabillo-Guerrero and the 
attending STARBOOKS deployment 
officers.

“It is not common knowledge to many 
of us how social media channels 
like Facebook, YouTube, Instagram, 
and Twitter could help us to promote 
our products to a larger audience 
at a relatively low cost. We need to 
maximize all the learnings from this 
webinar and use it to bring more feel-
good stories about STARBOOKS so 
that more Filipinos would understand 
and appreciate its significant 
contributions,” CRPD Chief Norly Villar 
said.

NEXT LEVEL DEPLOYMENT OFFICERS. STARBOOKS deployment officers joins the group 
photo at the DOST-STII SciJournoAko virtual activity.
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First-ever digital S&T library in PH now accessible to GIDA schools in Lanao Del Norte

To provide Science and Technology 
(S&T)-based educational and 
learning resources in various formats 
to geographically isolated schools, 
the Department of Science and 
Technology Regional Office X (DOST 
X) through its Provincial Science and 
Technology Center-Lanao Del Norte 
(PSTC-LDN) handed over six units of 
STARBOOKS Digital Library to three 
schools situated in geographically 
isolated and disadvantaged areas 
(GIDA) in the province.

Aside from providing S&T-based 
educational and learning resources 
in various formats to geographically 
isolated schools and local government 
units throughout the country, 
“STARBOOKS” aims to enhance the 
educational competence of students in 
beneficiary schools.

The Masibay Integrated School, 
Munai National High School, and 
Pelingkingan Integrated School 
received the STARBOOKS units 
during a ceremonial turnover at the 

Department of Education (DepEd) 
Division Office in Tubod, Lanao Del 
Norte.

The schools, DOST said, have limited 
access to the internet, up-to-date 
textbooks, and reference materials 
because of their remote locations.

For Gerrylou Sweet Pia, PSTC-LDN 
Community Empowerment through 
Science and Technology (CEST) 
program focal person, the activity is 
part of DOST’s contribution to the 
government’s efforts in providing the 
much-needed services in the far-flung 
areas of the countryside.

“With STARBOOKS, we are hopeful 
that better access to science, 
technology, and innovation will be 
achieved,” she added.
STARBOOKS is one of the knowledge 
products of the DOST-Science and 
Technology Information Institute 
(DOST-STII), one of the attached 
agencies of the department, that 
serves as the promotion and marketing 

arm of the DOST.

DOST added that the turnover of 
STARBOOKS is also the agency’s 
response to fulfill the commitment 
stated in Article XIV, Section 1 of the 
1987 Philippine Constitution, which 
aims to protect and promote the right 
of all citizens to quality education at all 
levels and to take appropriate steps to 
make education accessible to all.

This initiative, DOST added, is also 
a part of the Convergence Areas for 
Peace and Development (CAPDev) 
Program for the province.
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 ; (via Manila Bulletin)
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DOST Brings S&T Projects To 3 ELCAC Brgys In Bontoc

BONTOC, Mountain Province – – 
The Department of Science and 
Technology Cordillera Administrative 
Region (DOST – CAR) through its 
Provincial S&T Center here has 
partnered with the local government 
unit and community stakeholders for 
Community Empowerment through 
Science and Technology(CEST) 
program in three identified End Local 
Communist Armed Conflict (ELCAC ) 
barangays in this municipality.
 
DOST Provincial S&T Center Director 
Alfonso Berto and Mayor Franklin 
Odsey led other stakeholders in the 
memorandum of agreement signing 
at the Municipal Hall on Monday 
(May 10) for the project dubbed 
“S&T Intervention for CTG – Affected 
Areas in Bontoc, Mountain Province,” 
which will primarily benefit barangays 
Dalican, Guina-ang and Mainit.
 
The DOST – CEST project aims 
to develop a sustainable livelihood 
program, bring in human resource 

development, help in water and 
sanitation, and enhance access to 
S&T information to the three barangay 
beneficiaries that are remotely situated, 
mostly dependent on farming and agri 
– business and dependent on wells and 
springs for their water supply.
 
 DOST will help in the establishment 
of Muscovado (sugarcane sugar) 
Processing Center for Darlic Irrigators 
Association of Dalican and a Meat 
Processing Center for Vinnachang 
Mainit PWD Organization, as well as 
technical, entrepreneurship, value-
adding and marketing training.
 
To improve access to S&T information 
for the children and youth in the 
barangays, the project also includes the 
provision of the DOST STARBOOKS 
digital library to the elementary school 
in each of the barangay beneficiaries, 
as well as the needed training for its 
operation.
 
To help in water and sanitation, 

DOST Ceramic Water Filters will 
be distributed to the Department of 
Social Welfare and Development’s 
Pantawid Pamilyang Pilipino Program 
(4Ps) beneficiaries -52 in Mainit, 43 in 
Dalican and 65 in Guina-ang.
 
DOST – CAR Regional Director Nancy 
Bantog, in a statement, affirmed 
their Agency’s commitment in joining 
the other government agencies 
in espousing the whole–of–the–
government approach to end local 
communist armed conflict.
 
“On our part, we maximize our 
resources to bring science for the 
people, to these ELCAC/CTG- affected 
areas through S&T programs. We, at 
the regional office and DOST provincial 
centers, are putting all our efforts to 
deliver the S&T interventions to these 
communities amidst the setbacks of 
this COVID – 19 pandemic. We wish 
our partners good luck as we heal and 
recover as one,” Bantog said. (JDP/
CCD-PIA CAR)
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Solar Powered STARBOOKS installed in Mindoro
DOST-MIMAROPA, through DOST PSTC-Occidental Mindoro,  turned over solar powered STARBOOKS to Cabacao Elementary School and Cabacao National High 

School last May 28, 2021.
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More Mindanao schools network with STARBOOKS

School officials immediately underwent 
training and orientation on how to 
maintain and operate the system.

Chief Education Supervisor Esmael M. 
Ambalgan expressed his appreciation 
of DOST XII’s efforts in coming up 
with the initiative to provide learning 
tools that are needed by its students. 
He also expressed his commitment to 
encouraging other schools to adopt 
STARBOOKS in the future.

Likewise, Ms. Agnes S. Morante, 
Secondary Principal of the New 
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TACURONG CITY –Three Secondary 
High Schools in Sultan Kudarat 
province sealed an agreement with 
the Department of Science and 
Technology Regional Office XII (DOST 
XII) to bring its science and technology 
(S&T) digital library and boost the 
schools' library collections.

Present during the signing of the 
Memorandum of Understanding were 
DOST XII Regional Director Sammy 
P. Malawan, CESE and the respective 
school principals Ms. Agnes S. Morante 
of Pangasinan National High School, 
Ms. Shirly S. Bagayas of New Panay 
National High School, and Mr. Haron 
M. Kabugatan of Lambayong National 
High School.
 
In his Message, Director Malawan 
thanked the school principals for their 
initiatives in adopting the STARBOOKS 
that will increase their library 
collections in science, technology, and 
mathematics. STARBOOKS contains a 
collection of digitized books, research 
materials, technology information, 
technovideos, as well as other learning 
resources for Senior High Schools.

Through the STARBOOKS offline 
features, students and faculty can 
access thousands of S&T information 
even without internet connection.
 
“I hoped that more schools would 
avail of the project,” Director Malawan 
mused.
 
Similarly, Sultan Kudarat Provincial 
Science and Technology Director 
Zenaida D. Guiano congratulated the 
partners for their initiatives and thanked 
them for partnering with DOST XII in 
bringing STARBOOKS into their folds.
 
Engr. Szalinah S. Mercado on the 
other hand conducted the training and 
orientation of the faculty and personnel 
of the schools in the management of 
the system.

STARBOOKS plays a vital role in 
growing the S&T library collections 

of various schools especially those 
in the Geographically Isolated and 
Disadvantaged Areas. Since its roll-
out in 2011, STARBOOKS has already 
been installed in thousands of sites 
across the country.

In Sultan Kudarat, the Provincial 
S&T Center aims to install more 
STARBOOKS to various government 
and private partner schools, community 
libraries and Higher Education 
Institutions.

 Pangasinan National High School 
thanked the Science Department for 
the opportunity granted to them through 
this partnership.

“[STARBOOKS] It’s a very big help and 
assistance to us and my staff in their 
conduct of research activities,” said 
Ms. Morante.

In her message to the partners, PSTC-
SK Director Zenaida Guiano shared 
that the project was one of the various 
DOST initiatives to strengthen the 
students' competence and grasp of 
science, technology, and mathematics. 

Among the key school personnel who 
participated in the turn-over ceremony 
were Ms. Christy S. Bagayas, New 
Panay National High School principal, 
Ms. Sheryl L. Osano , SULTAN Kudarat 
Department of Education Division 
Education Program Supervisor, and 
Department of Education Sultan 
Kudarat Assistant Schools Division 
Superintendent Nelyn B. Ferinal, 
CESE.
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South Cotabato- A school in South 
Cotabato received an award-winning 
technology from the Department of 
Science and Technology (DOST) that 
hopes to bring new knowledge on 
science and technology (S&T) to its 
students. 

The P. C. Bayanihan Elementary 
School welcomes the coming of 
STARBOOKS, the digital S&T library-
in-a-box as DOST Regional Office 
XII through its Provincial Science and 
Technology Center has conducted 
training and orientation right after it 
has installed one unit of STARBOOKS.

Heading the deployment was PSTC-
SK director Zenaida D. Guiano, who 
gave the orientation and the training 
for the school personnel and students.

“We were oriented on how to navigate 
through the system, from researching 
to giving customer feedback. Aside 

from that, we also learned the various 
DOST programs and services,” shared 
Girlie Posanso, one of the participants 
in the training.

According to P.S. Bayanihan 
Elementary School principal Ms.Joane 
Cher F. Yturalde, they have very limited 
learning resources in their library and  
has limited internet connectivity as 
well. 

They saw STARBOOKS of great 
help for teachers likewise with their 
students.

They also encourage previous students  
and learners to come and visit their 
school for STARBOOKS if they need 
to make research on science and 
technology related topics.

STARBOOKS to boost S. Cotabato school's S&T collections
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2 Ambaguio Schools Get 
Science & Technology 
Link From DOST through 
STARBOOKS

BAYOMBONG, Nueva Vizcaya, 
April 22 (PIA) – The Department of 
Science and Technology (DOST) 
recently linked the teachers and 
students of two schools in the 
upland town of Ambaguio to various 
science and information web.

Through the S&T Academic and 
Research-Based Openly-Operated 
Kiosk Stations (STARBOOKS), two 
sets of computers with installed 
science and technology information 
were distributed & set up recently in 
Ambaguio Central School (ACS) and 
Ambaguio High School (AHS) both 
in barangay Poblacion of Ambaguio.

With the STARBOOKS, students 
and teachers of both schools 
can now have access to the vast 
scientific information available on 
the system even without internet 
connection.

“We are grateful for this project. 
This will surely help our schoolers 
and teachers in their quest for 
better learning especially this time 
of COVID-19 pandemic,” Lucia 
Balahiw, ACS principal said.

The STARBOOKS project was set-
up by DOST in partnership with 
LGU officials to address the lack of 
science and technology research 
materials and the unavailability of 
internet connectivity in Ambaguio 
town, one of Nueva Vizcaya’s 
upland towns, occupied mostly by 
the Kalanguya and Ikalahan tribes. 
(MDCT/BME/PIA-2 Nueva Vizcaya)
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DOST-XII Donates STARBOOKS to Banayal Elementary School

TULUNAN, COTABATO – One (1) unit of 
an electronic library from DOST XII has 
been donated to Banayal Elementary 
School in Tulunan, Cotabato during the 
DILG XII led ELCAC Serbisyo Caravan 
in Banayal, Tulunan, Cotabato.

The STARBOOKS, also known as 
“Library in a Box” is an offline e-library 
developed by DOST-Science and 
Technology Information Institute (STII). 
Storage of encyclopedia, S&T-based 
research, and other science-related 
learning resources in various formats 
will provide a digitalized learning 
experience to students, teachers, 
researchers, and other science-
enthusiasts in the community.

Provincial Science and Technology 
Director (PSTD) of Cotabato 
Province, Mr. Michael T. Mayo, said 
that DOST XII is committed to giving 
units of STARBOOKS to all ELCAC 
communities in the province.

“Donation of STARBOOKS in the far-
flung communities sought to enhance 
the educational competencies of the 
less-privileged students in the isolated 
barangays of Cotabato province.” PD 
Mayo said.

“This is our sincere commitment to 
bring S&T services closer to the people 
of Cotabato province,” Mayo added.

Furthermore, DOST XII has also 
donated school supplies to the 
identified elementary students of 
Banayal Elementary School.

Hon. Governor Nancy A. Catamco 
of Cotabato province graced the said 
event together with other regional 
directors, provincial government units, 
local government units, barangay 
officials, PNP, AFP, and other 
government agencies.
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Provincial Science and Technology 
Center- La Union director Jonathan M. 
Viernes presented the STARBOOKS 
to key city government officials of 
San Fernando, La Union Atty. Aileen 
S. Lubiano, City Administrator; 
Germie O. Deang, ICT Department 
Head; and Dr. Rizalina G. Cristobal, 
Planning Officer IV. Also present 
during the presentation is Mr. James 
D.  Prepose   of   the   Department  of

Key officials in La Union Learn 
about STARBOOKS

Science and Technology Regional 
Office I and STARBOOKS 
coordinator. STARBOOKS is the first 
offline and standalone science and 

technology (S&T) digital library that 
offers thousands of S&T information 
from research materials, to how-to 
videos for entrepreneurship.
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DOST-III namahagi ng teaching aid sa mga Aeta ng Pampanga

Two Catanduanes schools Welcome STARBOOKS Offline

The Department of Science and 
Technology Regional Office V's 
Provincial Science and Technology 
Center (DOST V-PSTC) Catanduanes 
have turned over two STARBOOKS 
units to the Cobo Integrated School 
and Leandro I. Verceles Sr. National 
High School through its Community 

Empowerment through Science and 
Technology program. 

Dubbed as the First Philippine S&T 
Digital Library, STARBOOKS is a 
stand-alone information resource 
designed to bring Science and 
Technology (S&T) information even 

to the far-flung areas of the country 
through its offline features that provide 
information even without the use of 
internet connectivity. 

Its main thrust is to provide knowledge 
and information to support the 
country's efforts in strengthening 
S&T proficiency that will translate into 
developments and gains in the future. 

STARBOOKS contains thousands 
of digitized S&T resources in various 
formats in a user-friendly interface. It 
also offers technovideos for parents 
and faculty members who may have 
an interest to pursue entrepreneurship.   

The turnover was followed by an 
orientation and hands-on training for 
the beneficiaries' personnel.

MANILA – Namahagi  ang 
Department of Science and 
Technology Regional Office III 
(DOST-III) ng iba’t-ibang kagamitan 
sa ilang paaralan ng mga katutubong 
Aeta sa Pampanga.

Ayon kay Sec. Fortunato T. de la 
Peña, nagbigay ng “solar-powered 
teaching interactive multimedia 
teaching aid” ang DOST-III sa 
Calapi Negrito Elementary School 
at Marcos Village Elementary 
School sa Mabalacat City; Nabuclod 
Integrated School sa bayan ng 
Floridablanca.

Ang pamamahagi ng mga gamit ay 
bahagi ng Community Empowerment 
through Science and Technology 
(CEST) program ng DOST-III.

Katuwang ng tanggapan sa 
programa ang Department of 
Education, at Frontliners Inc., ang 

technology provider ng programa.
“Since it is solar-powered, the equipment 
is especially suited in geographically 
isolated and disadvantaged areas 
where electricity is absent,” ani de la 
Peña.

Naglalaman ng teaching at learning 
module sa mathematics at science 
para sa mga estudyante ng K to 12 ang 
naturang gamit na ibinahagi.

Bukod sa solar-powered equipment, 
nagbigay din ng isang set ng Science 
and Technology Academic and 
Research-Based Openly-Operated 
Kiosk Stations (STARBOOKS) sa 
Mawacat Elementary School sa 
Floridablanca.

“Aside from the provision of 
STARBOOKS, the package 
of assistance also involves a 
supplemental feeding program and the 
establishment of a Pangkabuhayang 

Gulayan sa Barangay.”
“DOST-III provided DOST-FNRI-
formulated food products to the said 
community and assisted them in the 
establishment of organic farming as 
means of livelihood.”

Labis ang pasasalamat ng 
indigenous people’s rights advocate 
at head ng Calapi Negrito Elementary 
School na si Carlo Fernando Data 
sa iniabot na tulong ng DOST-III.

“We would like to change the public’s 
usual impression of our tribal 
brothers. That they are lazy. That 
they are ignorant. No,” ani Data.
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8 Zamboanga Sibugay schools Get a boost on digital S&T library
by Gretchelle A. Araneta, DOST-IX

Zamboanga Sibugay schools get a 
boost on their science and technology 
library collections as units of 
STARBOOKS were recently distributed 
to eight select schools.
 
A complete package of STARBOOKS 
computer, a compartment-type printer, 
and the STARBOOKS software were 
given for each beneficiary school. 
Likewise, an orientation for all its faculty 
and IT personnel was conducted on the 
same day to capacitate its personnel 
on the maintenance of the system. The 
recipient schools are as follows:

 � Surabay National High School 
represented by the School’s 
Principal Mr. Felix A. Sumalinog 
and IT coordinator Mr. Christopher 
S. Cainglet;

 � Ipil National High School 
represented by the School 
Principal Mr. Esteban F. Canones, 

Jr. and IT coordinator Mr. Junie T. 
Nillas;

 � Taway National High School 
represented by the School’s 
Head Ms. Maria Liza Sanopao 
and IT coordinator Mr. Reynante 
Golbin;

 � Kitabog National High School 
represented by the School’s 
Principal Ms. Victoria T. Sanson 
and IT coordinator Ms. Eugene S. 
Arestoteles;

 � Titay National High School 
represented by School’s Principal 
Mr. Alberto T. Alavaren and 
IT coordinator Mr. Ronald K. 
Manlupig;

 � Kabasalan National High School 
represented by the School’s 
Principal Ms. Lhorelle L. Cabalida 
and IT coordinator Ms. Vivian P. 
Hinayon;

 � Kabasalan Science and 

Technology High School 
represented by School’s Principal 
Ms. Gernin s. Laraño and IT 
coordinator Mr. Juliver V. Sevilla; 
and

 � Guinoman National High School 
represented by the School’s 
Head Mr. Roland D. Agraviador 
and IT coordinator Ms. Lowela E. 
Saga.

The turnover was also attended 
virtually by Department of Science 
and Technology Regional Office XI 
Director Martin A. Wee, Mr. Almer 
Raagas representing the office of 
Congresswoman Dulce Ann K. Hofer, 
Ms. Jenny T. Dosil from the Department 
of Education, and Mr. Paolo Antonio V. 
Manaytay of the Philippine Information 
Agency. The activity is in support of 
providing practical and applicable 
educational platforms under the 
effects of the pandemic.

DOST-VI grants STARBOOKS thru Adopt-A-School program

The Tandang Sora Elementary School in San Carlos City, Negros Occidental seals an agreement with the Department 
of Science and Technology Regional Office VI (DOST VI) to adopt STARBOOKS through its alumni. 

The alumna of Tandang Sora Elementary School Batch 1970 initiated through the Department of Education's Adopt-
A-School-Program for the donation of three units of laptops and another unit donated by Lenovo Philippines. 

This initiative aims to help the school better equip itself in teaching in the new normal.

It contains S&T-based educational and learning resources in various formats.
The signing of the Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) between DOST VI and Tandang Sora Elementary School 
was made possible virtually last January 8, 2020. (DOST VI-KMU).
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DOST-XII Reiterates commitment to render S&T support to 41+ identified ELCAC-
barangays in North Cotabato for CY 2021

NORTH COTABATO PROVINCE – 
Department of Science and Technology 
Regional Office XII Director Sammy P. 
Malawan has reiterated his commitment 
to provide appropriate Science and 
Technology (S&T) programs and 
services to the ELCAC identified 
communities in Central Mindanao.

ELCAC or End Local Communist Armed 
Conflict is a nationwide government 
plan under Executive Order 70, which 
aims to address identified issues on 
conflict-affected communities.

In North Cotabato alone, about 41 
barangays are scheduled to receive 

collective assistance from various 
government agencies led by Governor 
Nancy Catamco, chairperson of the 
Provincial Task Force (PTF)-ELCAC.

Last year, DOST XII participated to 
NAC-LSC activities (Nagkakaisang 
Adhikain para sa Cotabateños- Lokal 
Serbisyo Caravan) wherein initial S&T 
interventions were provided to some of 
the 36-identified barangays.

According to Provincial Director 
Michael Mayo, DOST XII-Cotabato 
Provincial S&T Center is ready to 
serve and bring the benefits of science 
and technology closer to the people 

in the countryside most especially 
to Geographically Isolated and 
Disadvantaged Areas (GIDAS) and 
conflict-affected communities.

Mayo confirmed during PTF-ELCAC 
meeting last February 17 at the 
Provincial Capitol that DOST XII will 
provide STARBOOKS (Science and 
technology Academic and Research-
Based Openly-Operated Kiosk 
Stations); school bags and school 
supplies; assistance to students to 
potentially avail DOST scholarship 
programs; and provision of technologies 
for livelihood in the form of equipment, 
consultancy services and training.

STARBOOKS Deployed To DepEd NegOr
NEGROS ORIENTAL, Jan. 5 (PIA) 
— The Department of Science and 
Technology (DOST) has officially 
turned over 11 units of “library in a 
box” or STARBOOKS (Science and 
Technology Academic and Research-
Based Openly Operated KioskS) to the 
Department of Education (DepEd) in 
the province.
 
 The units were distributed to the 
11 public high schools earlier which 
include Bagtic National High School 
in Mabinay, Bayog High School in 
Canlaon City, Demetrio L. Alviola 

National High School in Bindoy, Jose 
Marie Locsin Memorial High School in 
Zamboanguita, Mainit High School in 
Siaton, Nagbinlod High School in Sta. 
Catalina, Pacuan National High School 
in La Libertad, Valencia National High 
School – Dobdob Extension, Siapo 
High School in San Jose, and Silab 
Community High School in Amlan.

 “The purpose of STARBOOKS is 
to reach and assist learners in the 
grassroots and to improve the learning 
environment of the school. Students, 
teachers, and parents will be able 

to get relevant information such as 
investigatory projects, K-12 learning 
materials, DOST technologies, and 
other publications, among others,” said 
Atty. Gilbert Arbon, provincial director 
of DOST Negros Oriental, during the 
turnover ceremony.
 
 STARBOOKS is deployed nationwide 
with 86 sites in Negros Oriental.
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From (Right) Mr. Deuvyn C. Bautista (DOST-PAMAMAZON-Technical Operations Division), Ms. Tamayo, Mr. 
Cestona, Ms. Santos, Ms. Cabalar (LHS SHS Teachers), Mr. Zapanta (DOST- MIS Department), Mr. Biso 
and Ms. Alvarez (LHS Teachers) and Mr. Mark Oliver Espiritu (DOST-PAMAMAZON-Technical Operations 

Division) and Ms. Mary Ann C. Tecson (SHS Librarian)

Science Teachers from Lagro HS optimistic over new library S&T collections

As the country 
grapples with 
the effects of 
the COVID-19 
pandemic, teachers 
and students alike 
have to shift to 
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alternative ways of learning through 
the combination of online and digital 
materials with printed references.

The lack of internet connection and 
reference materials have added to 
the difficulties of students that even 
teachers are experiencing.

Hence, Science teachers from 
Lagro High School-SHS get a boost 
of optimism as they discovered 
STARBOOKS to help beef up its 
library collections on science and 
mathematics.

Last 24 May 2021, STARBOOKS has 
finally arrived at the Lagro High School 
– Senior High School Library to provide
a new learning experience to faculty 
personnel and to students when 
quarantine restrictions have been 
eased. It was the innovation project 
of Lagro High School – SHS Science 
Teachers was initiated.

Headed by the Department of Science 
and Technology-National Capital 
Region's (DOST-NCR) Engr. Lota M. 
Paras and her team have installed the 
science library-in-a-box.

Among the many advantages of using 
STARBOOKS is the free access to 
thousands of reference materials on 
science, technology, and mathematics 
curated by the Science and Technology 
Information Institute of DOST.

Students and teachers are assured 
of getting access to credible sources 
of information and references to 
help students with their lessons and 
serve as teacher's guide to science 
education.

The initiative was supported by Lagro 
High School Principal IV - Dr. Diego M. 
Amid and Science Department Head
VI- Ms. Eva C. Perez.  

Present during the turnover was the 
Science teachers headed by Mr. 
Alberto T. Cestona Jr., as Chairman 
and Ms. Gemma A. Cabalar., as Co-
Chairman. Also with them were Mss. 
Mary Ann I. Pangililinan, Ma. Kristine 

E. Tamayo, Marion Jennifer B. Santos, 
Catherine C. Alvarez, and Mr. Dranreb 
B. Biso as members respectively.
The faculty personnel is looking 
forward to future projects and activities 
as they prepare to turn STARBOOKS 
into a
learning hub that will connect more 
computers into the main kiosk to 
accommodate more students using 
it when restrictions to face-to-face 
classes are lifted in the future.

MOU Signing from Right Dr. Diego M. Amid (Principal IV), Mr. Deuvyn C. Bautista (DOST -PAMAMAZON 
Technical Operations Division) and Ms. Eva C. Perez (Head Teacher VI – Science Department)

by Alberto T. Cestona, Jr., Lagro High SchoolI
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Teachers in Sto. Niño High School explore the STARBOOKS server. The school, located in geographically 
isolated and disadvantaged area, is one of the beneficiaries of STARBOOKS.

Dumaguete City - Making science 
and technology-related information 
more accessible even to the far-flung 
areas, the Department of Science and 
Technology- Negros Oriental distributed 
21 STARBOOKS to geographically 
isolated and disadvantaged areas 
(GIDA) and communities that are in 
armed conflicts.

Among the schools that received the 
digital library-in-a-box were from the 
Department of Education (DEPED) 
Negros Oriental Division, which 
received 10 STARBOOKS servers. 
While schools under DEPED Tanjay 
City Division received one unit each 
including Inawasan Community High 
School in Pamplona, Calicanan High 
School in Pamplona, and Sto. Niño 
High School in Tanjay City.

Meanwhile, Tagpo High School, 
Javier Laxina I Memorial National 
High School, and Bais City National 
High School received each unit of 
STARBOOKS server. Similarly, DEPED 
Guihulngan City Division received one 
unit of STARBOOKS, which includes 
Guihulngan National High School-
Sandayao, Guihulngan National High 
School-Trinidad and Guihulngan 
National High School-Poblacion.

According to Mr. Rene Boy Rodriguez, 
a teacher from Bayog High School in 
Canlaon City, “in this time wherein 
face-to-face classes are not permitted, 
teachers [search/use] the STARBOOKS 
for browsing with [regards] to topics in 
the modules.” 
He stressed that in his case, he is 
teaching science subjects so he print 
topics found in the STARBOOKS and 
add it in the modules as additional 
reference. 

Other schools that received 
STARBOOKS servers are Bayog High 
School-Canlaon City, Bagtic High 
School-Mabinay, Pacuan National High 
School-La Libertad, Silab High School-
Amlan, Siapo High School-San Jose, 
Tubigon High School-Sibulan, Dobdob 
High School-Valencia, Jose Marie 
Locsin Memorial National High School-
Zamboanguita, Mainit High School-
Siaton and Nagbinlod High School-Sta. 
Catalina.

The initiatives were funded under the 
DOST Regional Office VII’s Grant-In-
Aid program that aims to improve the 
learning environment of those who are 
in the GIDA government-run schools 
through STARBOOKS. As of June 
2021, 77 STARBOOKS units have 
been installed in Negros Oriental.
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GIDA schools in Negros Oriental gain access to S&T knowledge STARBOOKS flies to the 
“Home of the Winds”
Dubbed as the "Home of the Winds," 
Batanes offers exquisite scenery 
of greens and majestic rolling hills 
that is ideal for people who would 
like to escape city life. Cloistered 
by its geographic barriers, the 
province has maintained its beauty, 
the main reason why Batanes is on 
top of every local tourist’s bucket 
list. Unfortunately, its location also 
serves as a challenge to its people. 
Among the most affected are the 
teachers and students in the province 
as basic services such as electricity, 
mobile phone and internet services 
are unstable.

Last 8 July 2021 during an online 
training conducted by the Department 
of Science and Technology Regional 
Office II (DOST-II) for the Schools 
Division Office in Batanes, teachers 
were given an orientation on 
STARBOOKS. This activity is part 
of DOST-II’s partnership with the 
Department of Education Region II.

During the training, teachers were 
able to raise various concerns that 
hampers learning among students. 
Likewise, some participants were 
able to see the benefits of having 
STARBOOKS in their respective 
schools. Among them were teacher 
Jodee. According to her, she is 
thankful for having STARBOOKS as 
it is a big help, especially in facilitating 
classes during the pandemic. 

Moreover, due to power outages in 
the province, Mr. Moses M. Bulauan 
and Mitchel B. Lechuga from DOST 
II have upgraded and installed solar-
powered STARBOOKS units in the 
province to enable users from using 
it even during power outages.

STARBOOKS is a big leap for both 
the educators and students in the 
province of Batanes. Through this 
initiative, a new window of opportunity 
is being opened to the people that 
could bring in the winds of change 
for this windy tourist destination.   
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LEARNING JOURNEY ON DISTANT LAND

In one of the farthest sitios 
of Davao Oriental, we 
installed our first solar-
powered STARBOOKS in 
Patong Elementary School 
(PES), March 2017. The far-
flung area is 33 kilometers 
away from the town proper 
and has no electricity nor 
internet. A local would have 
to travel three to five hours 
to be able to go to the town.
These have gapped the 
teachers and young Filipino 
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learners on this off-grid community from their basic learning needs. But 
through the  collaboration of DOST regional office and STARBOOKS, the 
school children are now able to have access to thousands of digitized 
information across different formats right at their fingertips even without 
the internet connectivity and electric supply.
A year after installing our first solar-powered STARBOOKS at the school, 
Mr. Darren Honrado, one of the the only two teachers in PES, took the 
opportunity to express his heartfelt gratitude towards all who are working 
on STARBOOKS at the STARBOOKS National Convention in November 
2018. On his own words, he said...
"...You did not just install STARBOOKS in our computer, but you also 
installed hope in the students of Patong."

WAYS TO BE PART OF THIS S&T LEARNING JOURNEY

Here's our story 
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